Training Brochure
Empowering teams to inspire,
innovate and thrive

Introduction
Healthy, happy staff, effective, thriving charities. This is what we all want for our sector, yet
in recent months, non profits have been hit with a double edged sword - fewer resources
and more demand in people desperately needing their support. This can lead to burn out,
anxiety and ultimately a negative impact on both the individual and the charity as a whole.
In order for non profits to thrive, it is important to invest time and thought into ensuring that
our teams are equipped with robust resilience skills in order to achieve the best of their
potential, and in a strong position to be able to help the people they support.
As a charitable organisation ourselves, we understand firsthand the issues the third sector
faces. We have worked hard to tailor our training programmes to support employees and
volunteers to develop confidence and wellbeing strategies to use personally, professionally
and with the communities they support. Our 'Well at Work' programme tackles stress, work
load and resilience skills head on, whilst our 'Communicating with Confidence' programme
fills a growing need to be able to speak confidently about your charity in any situation.
We also understand that training budgets can be tight, especially at the moment. We want to
support our fellow charities and non profits who are doing amazing things in very difficult
circumstances. So if your team really needs this training but doesn't have the budget, talk to
us about applying for a grant together to cover the costs. We're here to support you and
your team, and where there's a will there's a way.
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Training Programmes
Communicating with Confidence
Speaking effectively is not a talent you either have or don't have - it's a skill that can
be learnt and refined. Every person can bring their own unique personality to become an
inspiring, assertive and confident speaker, whether that's chairing a meeting, speaking at an
event or being interviewed by a reporter.

Our package includes:
• Public speaking & presentations skills with self confidence building techniques
• Interview and networking skills
• Chairing meetings and group facilitation skills
• Assertive skills, dealing with difficult conversations and managing conflict

What about meetings and events held online?
No problem! We cover delivery for use in a range of settings including online, and can
provide extra guidance on effective online speaking.
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Training Programmes cont.

Well at Work
We believe in a future where people thrive at work. No-one should ever experience the
`Monday dread' but should enjoy the challenges and rewards work brings. As trained
facilitators we are highly experienced in delivering effective mindfulness training
programmes to boost your team's wellbeing, productivity and give them the tools to make
positive changes for life.
Our package includes:
• Managing workloads, reducing stress responses and time management skills
• Mindfulness and resilience skills
• Creative team building for a wellbeing boost
• Setting your personal boundaries

Can I pick and choose?
Of course! You are welcome to let us know which of our packages you are most interested
in and we will create a package tailored to suit you.
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Team Building
Bringing teams together to laugh, reflect and form closer bonds is beneficial for
everyone. Our team building sessions include elements of games, fun team challenges and
as always a creative flair designed to bring shared laughter, fun and positivity, whilst also
building confidence, communication skills and wellbeing at the same time.
Our package includes:
• Creative Team Building - games fest!
• Learning classical Indian dance moves or improvisation drama skills
• Team reflection and celebration through creative challenges
• Interactive murder mystery game (can be themed to suit your team)

What about games for a community event?
No problem! We can tailor a drama, dance or games session to bring some fun to your
event. Get in touch with us to discuss your group's needs.
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Why choose us?
We are highly experienced facilitators with specialised knowledge in performance and
mindfulness. This expertise means you can be confident of training that is high quality,
practical and creative to ensure maximum engagement from your team.
We are a charitable organisation so by booking us you will be supporting community,
skills and arts development in a deprived area of Leeds, and meeting your CSR targets.
We are Yorkshire based folk and proud of it! We are a women led, small but mighty
team who are passionate about building up the fabulous North.
We work hard to be great value for money. Our prices include initial consultations and a
follow up meeting to ensure our training has been effective and hit the mark.

I’ve just done your wellbeing workshop and thought it was excellent!
Thoroughly enjoyed it and feel quite energised for my afternoon ahead!
Victim Support
Thanks for such a great session , we all really enjoyed it and will
be definitely using some of these great ideas moving forward.
Street Games
Very good, relaxed and safe environment for practising. Very
knowledgeable and useful information and tips throughout.
Public speaking workshop attendee
I really want to thank you so much for giving me the chance to attend your
wonderful course. I wanted to let you know that I used virtually every technique
you recommended. I know that it made a huge difference to how I prepared and
delivered on the night and undoubtedly helped with my win. Thank you.
Councillor Cunningham
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Questions?
Who are your facilitators?
All programmes are facilitated by Sarah Shaw and Minoti Parikh. We have over 20 years of
experience as trainers with specialisms in performance, mindfulness and communication.

Where do you deliver?
We can deliver in house to any organisation based in West Yorkshire, and wider if travel
costs are covered. We can also deliver workshops online.

How much does it cost?
We like to be open and transparent about our prices. Prices vary depending on the type of
workshop required, so we can offer you a final quote after the initial consultation. However,
below are some standard prices to give you an idea.
90 minute workshop - £300
½ day workshop - £700
Full day workshop - £1050
Package workshop (2 full days) - £1750

Do you offer discounts to charities?
Yes - we offer a 10% discount to all charitable organisations. Please let us know you are a
charitable organisation during your initial consultation. We can also provide discounts for
longer training programmes or six week community drama/dance projects.

Do you deliver in schools, colleges and universities?
Yes. We provide presentation skills and leadership workshops for students at colleges or
universities and have a range of wellbeing workshops for children aged 5 - 16.
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How do I book?
Please contact the team and we will set up a consultation to learn about your team's
needs and make sure we're the right fit for you.

training@fallintoplace.co.uk
07341254967
www.fallintoplace.co.uk
@Fall_into_Place

